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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a path planning and dispatch strategy of multiple mobile robots for cooperative applications in confined spaces. The proposed two-level path planning method incorporates the segment reservation mechanism to maximize the utilization of robots. The two-level path planning reduces the computational complexity while providing the flexibility for real-time adaptation. Any potential deadlock is completely eliminated and the starvation due to unpredictable service request patterns is avoided. The proposed methodology is used for confined areas, any possible path blockage due to idling robots is eliminated with idling robot relocation mechanism.

Introduction

There has been increasing interest in indoor service robot applications such as transporting specimens in the hospitals, mobilizing the wheelchairs, etc. [1-4]. Most of these applications require many robots to work simultaneously within the confined areas where many unexpected obstacles are presented. Multiple robot navigation and control in a large confined area is particularly interesting since the robots can be used to support various human activities [5,6]. One of the key objectives for the navigation system is to control the multiple robots simultaneously without interfering with human traffic. The robots are power constrained as well as time. The navigation system must guarantee to meet the power and timing requirements. Moreover, the robots must be able to handle static obstacles as well as unexpected dynamic obstacles. As the number of operating robots increases, the navigation system must be capable of minimizing performance degradation by using scalability of the system [7-9].

Numerous studies have been done in multiple robot path planning for reducing the energy consumption as well as minimizing navigation time [10-12]. Specifically, a hierarchical path planning of mobile robots in a complex indoor environment is discussed [13,14] where the work focuses on map representation of complex buildings. A path planning for sensor based energy constrained multiple robot navigation was proposed [15]. The path planning using randomized search method was also proposed a path planning for multiple robots to reduce the overall path length [16,17]. A path planning for collaborative multiple robot system is also proposed [18] where the communication protocol was used to avoid team collision. Most of these works assume that the robots are autonomously able to navigate in buildings [19]. While many works has addressed the multiple robot path planning for indoor applications, dynamic reconfiguration of the paths due to presence of uncertain obstacles were not properly addressed. Moreover, the path planning complexity in terms of computation is extremely large for practical size maps.

When robots navigate in a confined area with human traffic, the path planning becomes undoubtedly complicated. The paths generated may become unusable due to changes in the environment. In order to optimize the service complete time and utilization of robots, the dynamic path planning that can properly adapt with the environment changes being occurred in real-time is necessary. Most of the previous work has attempted to optimize path planning schemes without considering the computational loads in real time applications. As the number of corridors and walls in the map increases, the computational complexity required to generate the paths should not increase proportionally [20].

In this paper, we propose a path planning and dispatch strategy of multiple mobile robots for cooperative applications in confined spaces. The proposed two-level path planning method incorporates the segment reservation mechanism to maximize the utilization of the services. The two-level path planning reduces the computational complexity while providing the flexibility for any adaptation. Any potential deadlock is completely eliminated and the starvation due to unpredictable service request patterns is avoided. Since the proposed methodology is used for confined areas, any possible path blockage due to idling robots is eliminated with the idling robot relocation mechanism. The dynamic path planning is employed by monitoring and controlling the speed of the robot navigation. The dynamic re-planning is triggered with periodic monitoring of the service constraints. The method can be effectively used for low power multiple robot navigation applications.

The remainder of this paper has 5 sections. In Section II, we present the overview of the application model and the proposed approach including the problem descriptions. Section III presents the reservation based path planning methodology as well as robot relocation strategy for maximizing the robot utilizations. Section IV extends the discussion to dynamic path planning under unpredictable environment changes. In Section V, we evaluate the proposed path planning methodology.
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with large-scale scenarios. Finally, our contribution is summarized in Section VI along with future work.

**Application Model and Problem Description**

**Application model and motivation**

Figure 1 illustrates a large, confined and narrow environment where multiple robots navigate through human traffic. Both static and dynamic obstacles may be placed. The robots are controlled by the navigation system while various services are handled concurrently. Typically, the environment has some cameras for surveillance operations. The navigation system may interact with the surveillance systems for better management of the robot navigation.

In the presence of the obstacles, the services must be handled with time and energy constraints. The services may be preemptive where the robot assigned to a specific service can be reassigned to the other service with a higher priority. Non-preemptive service support is also possible. The service can be either single or multiple segments where the multiple visiting locations are possible as illustrated in Figure 2. The path planning must be able to adapt to dynamically changing environments.

**Problem description and approach**

One of the key objectives for the path planning system is to support various service request patterns and to deploy multiple robots for maximizing the service fulfillment and the resource utilization. The path planning system is initiated whenever a service is requested. Then, a path from the initial position to the destination for the robot is created. In order to plan a path without incurring deadlock between multiple robots during the service navigation, the path planning system considers all paths simultaneously such that the robots and the navigation spaces are time-shared. To support the dynamic path planning according to the service patterns or the obstacles, the path generation must be computationally efficient so that real-time operation is possible.

Figure 3 illustrates the functional overview of the proposed system. To effectively search the feasible paths for all service requests, the graphical representation of the map is used such that the segments represent hallways while the nodes represent intersections or corners.

All possible segment to segment connections are precomputed to reduce the computational overheads for real-time dynamic path planning. The degree of concurrent navigation path is represented as capacity. When the capacity is one, only one robot can navigate through the corridor. Upon the service requests, the path sequences of each service are created and maintained within the segment reservation mechanism. The reservation mechanism can provide all possible path solutions under timing constraints. By using the reservation mechanism, the service utilization can be maximized since the current and future availability of the resources are known to the path planning system to assist in selection of the path. The two-level path planning approach is adopted where the first-level path planning searches for the initial solution with no obstacles considered. In the first-level, all paths are precomputed to minimize the computational overhead during the real-time operations. The second level path planning fine-tunes the paths when dynamic obstacles are present.

When there are idling robots in the environment, such robots may reduce the usage of paths since each path is limited by the finite capacity. The capacity is defined as a number of simultaneous navigation within the segment without any collision. In order to eliminate this issue, an idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system treats an idling robot as another service type, where the service idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system to assist in selection of the path. The two-level path planning approach is adopted where the first-level path planning searches for the initial solution with no obstacles considered. In the first-level, all paths are precomputed to minimize the computational overhead during the real-time operations. The second level path planning fine-tunes the paths when dynamic obstacles are present.

All possible segment to segment connections are precomputed to reduce the computational overheads for real-time dynamic path planning. The degree of concurrent navigation path is represented as capacity. When the capacity is one, only one robot can navigate through the corridor. Upon the service requests, the path sequences of each service are created and maintained within the segment reservation mechanism. The reservation mechanism can provide all possible path solutions under timing constraints. By using the reservation mechanism, the service utilization can be maximized since the current and future availability of the resources are known to the path planning system to assist in selection of the path. The two-level path planning approach is adopted where the first-level path planning searches for the initial solution with no obstacles considered. In the first-level, all paths are precomputed to minimize the computational overhead during the real-time operations. The second level path planning fine-tunes the paths when dynamic obstacles are present.

When there are idling robots in the environment, such robots may reduce the usage of paths since each path is limited by the finite capacity. The capacity is defined as a number of simultaneous navigation within the segment without any collision. In order to eliminate this issue, an idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system treats an idling robot as another service type, where the service idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system to assist in selection of the path. The two-level path planning approach is adopted where the first-level path planning searches for the initial solution with no obstacles considered. In the first-level, all paths are precomputed to minimize the computational overhead during the real-time operations. The second level path planning fine-tunes the paths when dynamic obstacles are present.

When there are idling robots in the environment, such robots may reduce the usage of paths since each path is limited by the finite capacity. The capacity is defined as a number of simultaneous navigation within the segment without any collision. In order to eliminate this issue, an idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system treats an idling robot as another service type, where the service idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system to assist in selection of the path. The two-level path planning approach is adopted where the first-level path planning searches for the initial solution with no obstacles considered. In the first-level, all paths are precomputed to minimize the computational overhead during the real-time operations. The second level path planning fine-tunes the paths when dynamic obstacles are present.

When there are idling robots in the environment, such robots may reduce the usage of paths since each path is limited by the finite capacity. The capacity is defined as a number of simultaneous navigation within the segment without any collision. In order to eliminate this issue, an idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system treats an idling robot as another service type, where the service idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system to assist in selection of the path. The two-level path planning approach is adopted where the first-level path planning searches for the initial solution with no obstacles considered. In the first-level, all paths are precomputed to minimize the computational overhead during the real-time operations. The second level path planning fine-tunes the paths when dynamic obstacles are present.

When there are idling robots in the environment, such robots may reduce the usage of paths since each path is limited by the finite capacity. The capacity is defined as a number of simultaneous navigation within the segment without any collision. In order to eliminate this issue, an idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system treats an idling robot as another service type, where the service idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system to assist in selection of the path. The two-level path planning approach is adopted where the first-level path planning searches for the initial solution with no obstacles considered. In the first-level, all paths are precomputed to minimize the computational overhead during the real-time operations. The second level path planning fine-tunes the paths when dynamic obstacles are present.

When there are idling robots in the environment, such robots may reduce the usage of paths since each path is limited by the finite capacity. The capacity is defined as a number of simultaneous navigation within the segment without any collision. In order to eliminate this issue, an idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system treats an idling robot as another service type, where the service idling robot relocation mechanism is incorporated. The path planning system to assist in selection of the path. The two-level path planning approach is adopted where the first-level path planning searches for the initial solution with no obstacles considered. In the first-level, all paths are precomputed to minimize the computational overhead during the real-time operations. The second level path planning fine-tunes the paths when dynamic obstacles are present.
Segment Path Planning

Graph representation and a path search

Multiple path search problem with an initial location of each robot, a path to the intermediate destinations and the final destination are illustrated in Figure 4. While the initial navigation segments of the robots are different, there are common segments to navigate through by all robots to reach the final service points. Once the paths are selected, a robot begins the service from the start point and completes it in the destination point.

In order to find a path, the map with complex corridors is represented as a graph where the nodes represent the intersections and the edges represent the corridors. Each segment has a capacity value indicating the number of robots that can navigate simultaneously without any possibility of collision. The map with its corresponding graph is illustrated in Figure 5.

In addition to the nodes created at the intersection, the nodes are created whenever the capacity of the segment changes due to placements of permanent obstacles. Each segment is associated with a physical dimension (i.e., length) so that the travel distance of the segment as well as travel time of the robots with a given speed can be determined.

Given a graph, dynamically searching for the best path for undirected graph is computationally costly. In order to reduce the search time, all possible paths from the segment-to-segment are precomputed. The reason for considering the segment to segment paths is that all robots start from different locations in the segment and navigate to different locations in the other segment. Having the same segment as both start and final segment may be possible if the destination of the robot is in the same segment. Hence, whenever, the path search is necessary, the operation becomes a simple look up process.

To precompute the paths, the original graph is converted where segments and nodes of the original graph are converted to segments and nodes of the original graph are converted to nodes and segments in the new graph as illustrated in Figure 6. Note that while the edges in the original graph are transformed into the nodes in the converted graph so that there is one-to-one correspondence, the number of edges in the converted graph does not have one-to-one correspondence. This is due to the multiple connected segments in the original graph. As shown in the figure, there are three edges (i.e., for n5, n6, n7, n9). While there are multiple edges in the converted graph, they are actually the same nodes in the original graph. For example, if the path from e8 to e4 is considered, there are two possible paths e8→n5→e4, e8→n5′→e5→n5→e4. If the path contains identical nodes, shortest hop is considered. The precomputed paths between the segments are maintained as illustrated in Table 1. Once the paths are precomputed, the effects of the multiple edges must be considered.

The types of services include preemptive or non-preemptive. In the preemptive case, the robot that is already assigned to the service can be interrupted and then allocated for another service. Once the service is interrupted, the interrupted service is placed back into the service queue. The service may or may not have a deadline so that service preemption depends on the remaining time to the deadline. For the non-preemptive service, the service may not be interrupted regardless of the deadline constraint.

Reservation based path planning strategy

Since multiple possible paths are available as illustrated in Figure 4, finding the best one is not trivial especially if some of the segments are already being used by other services. In order to improve the resource

![Figure 4: Illustration of multiple paths from the initial positions to the final destination. While the paths to the first stop are contention-free, the subsequent paths are contended by all robots.](image)

![Figure 5: Graphical representation of the map. Each corridor is represented by an edge (segment) and each intersection is represented by a node. Each segment is marked with a capacity. Nodes are created if the capacity changes within the segment.](image)

![Figure 6: The original graph with 10 nodes and 12 edges are converted to a graph with 12 nodes and 18 edges.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination Segment</th>
<th>Visiting Segment List</th>
<th>Visiting Node List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Illustration of data structure containing all segment to segment paths for a given map. The data structure contains the segment list as well as the node list.
Utilization, the reservation-based path planning method is proposed. A basic idea is to reserve a segment to be used by annotating the usage time. Two data structures are used for the method. Table 2 illustrates the usage of the segment by the robots. For each segment, the index of the robot, beginning and finishing time of the usage, and direction are maintained. The other data structure which contains the information of the segment capacity is illustrated in Table 3.

When a service request is received, depending on the pre-emptive or non-pre-emptive status, we generate a set of possible paths. When possible paths are generated, we consider all robots that are idle or associated with preemptive services. The robots handling the non-preemptive services are not considered for incoming service requests. For each path from the initial location of the robot to the first destination, the segments are compared with the existing entries for the reservation status. For each segment in the path solution, the usage time must be reserved and annotated within the data structure illustrated in Table 2. The entry for the data structure is to specify which robot to use, when the service uses the segment and direction of the robot navigation. While annotating the reservation information, the segment capacity data structure is used as illustrated in Table 3. If the capacity is available, the segment can be used without any problem. However, if the limited capacity is available, the segment usage time needs to be shifted in time to allocate the segment resources so that the capacity becomes available when the segment is used unless it is in the same navigational direction. For simplicity for the discussion, first come first use approach is adopted.

A path of a robot is created up to service’s destination point such that the segment including the starting point is reserved for the robot after the time that service is completed. When the segment includes a service point of another service, the replanning strategy reuses the robot. It is because another robot is not able to reserve the segment for bypassing or service during the time.

Figure 7 illustrates potential problem with the single capacity segment when the first come first use policy is used. This problem arises when the service does not have a deadline. If the first use first policy is used, and R1 and R2 are previously scheduled to use the segment as shown in the figure, the R3 is inserted between the R1 and R2 usage since R3 will use the segment before R2 even though the service associated with R2 is assigned before. Potential problem with this approach when the deadline is not provided, some of the service will be shifted as new service enters creating starvation situations. This problem can be resolved if a deadline is specified or internal priority is used since smallest remaining time to deadline will be allocated.

Once the possible paths are computed based on the first come first use policy, the path solution must be checked for any deadlock. The deadlocks may create collisions. In order to check for any deadlock, each node is sequentially observed. If there are more than two incoming robots at any node and they are scheduled to use the segment currently used by the other robots, the deadlock will occur. So when selecting the path solution, this process must be performed before finalizing the path plan. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

**Robot relocation to increase utilization**

Due to the limited capacity of each segment, the idling robots may affect the path searching by reducing the available capacity. Thus, during the path search, the idling robots need to be relocated to release the segment resources. Figure 9 illustrates why relocation is necessary. Assume R1 and R2 are idling. Four service paths are defined. While S1 can be navigated, S2, S3, and S4 cannot use the segment because of idling robots. S2 can be initiated after relocating the R2 to the segment where the R1 is idling. Hence, the idling robots need to be relocated to the segment that will not be used soon by the other services. When the robots are to be relocated, the idling robot in the single capacity segment should be considered first. The robot relocation method is summarized in Algorithm 1.

**Planning for minimum service distance vs. minimum service time**

There are two possible path planning constraints: planning for the minimum service distance and planning for the minimum service time. While it is possible to obtain a solution satisfying the both constraints, usually it is not easy to obtain such path planning solution. It depends on the traffic loads within the area, the number of navigating and idling robots, and the service request patterns. These are not known accurately before the actual planning and the start of navigation.
However, it is possible to impose these two such constraints during the path planning stage. The minimum service distance solution is usually preferable for minimizing the power dissipation of services while the minimum service time is usually preferable for maximizing the resource utilization. Overall reservation based path planning method is summarized in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 1: Idle Robots Relocation Strategy**

1: Relocation of the idling robots process;
2: for (the segment which the idle robot is located is schedule to be used) do
3: if (idle robot is in single capacity segment) then
4: Determine how soon to move away, $T_{min}$;
5: for (each segment connected to the current segment) do
6: Determine the time for the robot to move away, $T_{move,l}$, $T_{move,r}$ ;
7: Determine the usage time of the adjacent segment, $T_{use,i}$;
8: Maintain the segment with the maximum $T_{use,i}$;
9: end for
10: Select the segment with the maximum $T_{use,i}$;
11: Generate an internal service for this robot;
12: end if
13: if (idle robot is in the multiple capacity segment) then
14: if (both capacity is to be used) then
15: repeat above steps if the robot is on the segment to be used sooner;
16: else
17: move the robot to the unused segment
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for

**Algorithm 2 Reservation Based Path Planning**

1: Parameters: (Preemptive, Non-preemptive);
2: Parameters: (Shortest distance, Shortest time);
3: Process for multiple segments;
4: for (each segment) do
5: if (first segment) then
6: Process for the first service segment;
7: if (Preemptive) then
8: Process for the first service segment;
9: if (Preemptive) then
10: Process for preemptive, consider all robots;
11: Select either shortest distance or shortest time.
12: This solution (robot) will be considered for the subsequent service segment;

**Dynamic Path Planning for Navigation with Uncertainty**

**External factors influencing path replanning**

There are many factors influencing the paths to be re-planned. Depending on the available resources and the service constraints, the existing paths for the services are revised to accommodate a new service. It is possible that without the replanning, the new services may not be able to utilize the resources with the maximum efficiency. Thus, the key reason for replanning is due to the services patterns and resource availability.

The transit time of the existing services also influences replanning even without the new services when there are obstacles in the area. The robots themselves whether navigating or idling also affects the transit times especially if the dynamic obstacles are presented in the paths. During the robot navigation, the navigation delay by one of the robots influences the other robots to slow down and as a result, the service time constraints may not be satisfied. Hence, the alternate paths may need to be computed under such conditions. From the path planning perspective, any change in the transit time modifies the effective distance of each edge as obstacle placement creates additional nodes. Such changes are highly dynamic that replanning must be performed in real-time to adapt to the changes.
13: else
14: Process for non-preemptive, consider all robots in idle and all
other robots from the final destination;
15: Select either shortest distance or shortest time.
Save this solution;
16: This solution (robot) will be considered for the subsequent
service segment;
17: end if
18: else
19: Process for the subsequent service segment;
20: Consider the robot selection from the first service segment
process;
21: Select either shortest distance or shortest time. Save this
solution;
22: This solution (robot) will be considered for the subsequent
service segment;
23: end if
24: end for
25: Select the solution for dispatch and update resource data
structure;
26: Figure 10 illustrates a scenario where two of the initial path plans
in Figure 11 are modified due to an obstacle appearing in the path. The
path plan for the third service request, Service Request 3 is not affected
because all of the segments in the path plan will be available by the time
the robot for the service request 3 enters the each segment.

Second level path planning

The path planning methodology discussed in the previous section
assumed that the original graph would not change.

All possible paths were precomputed under this assumption. While
all possible paths are precomputed at the first level path planning to
reduce the computational overhead during the real time operation, the
precomputed paths do not consider unexpected obstacles. Often, the
path changes due to such unexpected obstacles are locally confined.
In order to handle this dynamic modification of the graph in real-
time, the second level path planning is incorporated. Regardless of
any obstacle, the initial path planning generates a possible solution.
Once the solution is generated, the actual path and the timing are
adjusted as required per dynamic events during the navigation. Figure
12 illustrates a situation where the static obstacles are discovered. In
the original graph, the corridor has the capacity of 2. However, the
discovery of static obstacles modifies the values of the segment capacity.
To cope with the change, the new graph needs to be used. The second
level path planning is not initiated for the dynamic obstacles such as
human traffics. In case of the dynamic obstacles, the robot navigation
is temporarily stopped until the obstacles are cleared. The second-level
path planning is only initiated for appearance or disappearance of the
static or very slowly moving obstacles. Whenever a new static obstacle
is presented in the area, the paths for the existing services that are using
the segment with the obstacles are revised.

Figure 13 illustrates the modification of the original graph due to
the presence of one or more static obstacles. Two temporary nodes
are inserted between the original two nodes, node i and node j. The
temporary nodes enclose the static obstacles. The capacity between
the two temporary nodes is reduced to 1 such that bidirectional navigation
is not possible. If $T_{e,2}$ at node $j$ is less than $T_{e,3}$ at node $i$, then the
ordering of temp node $i$ will have $R_{2,1}$, $R_{3,1}$. Here regardless of
the value of $T_{e,1}$, the robot 1 will follow the robot 2. The ordering at
temporary node $j$ will have $R_{2,1}$, $R_{1,3}$, $R_{4,3}$. In this case, both
robot 1 and robot 2 will pass through the segment between the two
temporary nodes first. The ordering process is reversed if $T_{e,2}$ at
node $j$ is larger than $T_{e,3}$ at node $i$. When the first sets of robots are
determined, the maximum speed is used to pass through the segment

![Figure 10: Illustration of path replanning due to an obstacle.](image1)

![Figure 11: Illustration of initial path planning for 3 service requests.](image2)

![Figure 12: Graph modification due to static obstacles.](image3)
likely different from the ideal transit time of the segment calculated times of all segments are estimated. The actual transit times are most be determined.

15. If any of the deadlines is likely to be violated, the new path needs to estimated arrival (or transit) time is estimated as illustrated in Figure periodically using the speed maintained by the navigation system. The

Navigation transit time and service time variations

Once the service path is decided by the path planning algorithm, the assigned robot starts navigation by following the given path sequence. During the robot navigation, the flow of the robots is constantly monitored. Since there may be obstacles that interfere the flow of the robots, the actual transit time may vary. The speed of the robots must be carefully controlled to avoid any collision among the robots. The speed of the robots is controlled with the node-ordering data structure as illustrated in Table 4. The node-ordering is simply an ordered list in the segment between the temporary nodes, the path sequence in the segment between the temporary nodes are correctly generated.

If the capacity of the segment is 1 before the static obstacles, the segment is temporarily removed, and all existing services that use the segment must be revised. If the robots are already in the segment when the static obstacles are presented, the robots move out of the segment while the service path is being revised.

For each robot, there are three timing factors.

Table 5: Illustration of the data structure maintaining the outstanding services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Index</th>
<th>Robot Assigned</th>
<th>Completion</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
<th>Preemptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>2:13</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2:11</td>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Illustration of navigation examples without and with transit time uncertainty.

service path is planned for a new service, the estimated transit time for the segment is used to generate a solution. As shown in Table 5, each service and the associated robot status is maintained in real-time. The table maintains the service and the robot assignment as well as the required deadline and estimated completion time. When the completion time is estimated, the service time is also profiled and estimated since the total time for the service included both the transit time as well as the service time at each destination.

Whenever the path planning handles the service, the path planning decides the strategy for generating the path planning. There are two types of path planning. The first type is based on the minimum waiting time and the second type is the minimum distance. The minimum waiting time strategy is usually used for services with tight deadlines. These types of services are dispatched as soon as a robot is available. If there are enough time remaining for satisfying the deadline, the minimum distance strategy is used. The robots navigate within the timing constraints according to the node-ordering information specified by the path generation.
However, when the navigation control system estimates that the expected time navigation time will not satisfy the time constraint, it is necessary to replan the paths of the services. Algorithm 3 summarizes the service handling algorithm.

Dynamic path replanning strategy

The idling robots as well as the placement of any obstacles are considered in the proposed path planning system for redistribution to minimize congestion and to avoid any potential disconnection of the paths. These two essentially modify the capacity of the segment dynamically. When the segment capacity changes after the path planning, the potential deadlock may occur even though the paths are generated initially free of deadlocks. In order to avoid the deadlock, the existing path solution is constantly monitored for any potential violation of timing constraints. Algorithm 4 summarizes overall dynamic path planning algorithm with replanning triggers.

Algorithm 3: Algorithm for Handling the Service Patterns

1: Wait for (service event);
2: if (service event) then
3: put the event into event queue;
4: end if
5: First come first serve but preemptive service first;
6: while (event queue is not empty) do
7: Select the first non-preemptive service;
8: Obtain the solution using the reservation based path planning;
9: end while
10:

Algorithm 4: Overall Dynamic Path Planning Algorithm

1: Overall dynamic path planning process;
2: Wait for (Service events) or (Navigation events) or (Timer events);
3: if (Service event) then
4: if (new service) then
5: Execute for handling the service patterns;
6: Update service status data structures;
7: else if (completed service) then
8: Execute for handling the service patterns;
9: end if
10: end if
11: if (Timer event) then
12: Check for potential deadlock;
13: Check the data structures for reschedule trigger;
14: end if
15: Periodically check the internal data structures for rescheduling the paths;
16: if (Navigation event) then
17: Process if the Navigation server requests;
18: if (Navigation event) then
19: Update the status data structures;
20: end if
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24:

Evaluation

Simulation setup

A large-scale map with complex confined corridors is considered in the simulation. The capacity of each corridor is used as a parameter. The graph used in the simulation is illustrated in Figure 16. Before the evaluation, all possible paths are precomputed and stored in the system. Various services types and patterns are generated. The services are multi-leg with the specified service times in each destination. Both preemptive and non-preemptive services are considered. In addition, the low power paths are generated whenever possible.

Effects of service request pattern

We evaluate the performance of path planning strategy for different service request patterns. Three main types of the request patterns are used in the simulation. Figure 17 illustrates the service request patterns considered. The first type of service patterns has series of bursty requests separated by a specified amount of time. If the number of bursty requests are smaller than the available number of robots and the separation is large enough, the resource utilization will be an issue. Hence we consider two cases as illustrated in the figure. The second type is sparse service request and the simplest configuration. The third type is the bursty requests that are more than the number of robots available. Each service consists of intermediate service points and the final service point. Both preemptive and non-preemptive services are considered.
The performance is measured with the service complete time. The paths are generated for the minimum service time as well as the minimum distance traveled. The path planning for the shortest distance may be suitable for low power consumption while for the shortest time may be suitable for maximizing robot utilization. The comparison of the service time as a function the robots are illustrated in Figure 18. Three service patterns are considered with the first 10 services plotted for illustration. First two plots considered the non-preemptive service and the next two plots considered preemptive. For each set of plots, 4 robots and 10 robots are used. As shown in Figure 18, as the number of robots increases, the service time increases since the service may have to wait for the resources (segments) to be available.

Similar comparison is evaluated and illustrated for the service distance in Figure 19 as the number of robots increases from 4 to 10, the distances travelled for the first 4 service requests does not change much. There is an increase in distance travelled for service request 5 and 6 for the service patterns 5 and 6. This is due to additional congestion caused by the 5th and 6th robots that were not available previously.

Effects of uncertain navigation time

The performance of the path planning algorithm is evaluated under dynamic navigation uncertainty as a function of the planning not including the original path planning without any obstacles. Preemptive service type is used in the evaluation. Only the transit time variation due to the node ordering and interference among robots are considered. Both preemptive and non-preemptive services are evaluated.

Figure 20 illustrates the number of replanning of the paths for the robots with dynamic obstacles. As more random obstacles are presented during the navigation, the number of replanning increases. This is compared with cases with no obstacles. For all 4 cases illustrated in Figure 20, as more robots put into service, more frequent replanning is observed.
Resource utilization

Figure 21 illustrates the service time as the number of robots. The different curves correspond to the different service types and modes. The system tries to utilize as many robots as possible. While service time goes down as more robots are utilized in the system, the service time goes up again after a critical number indicating that the segments are becoming the limiting factor instead of the number of robots. Having a higher number of robots than this critical number does not yield better average service time. The actual value of the critical number depends on the capacity of segments as well as the size of the service area.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a multiple mobile robots path planning and dispatch strategy for cooperative applications in confined space. The proposed two-level path planning method incorporates the segment reservation mechanism to maximize the utilization of the services. The two-level path planning reduces the computational complexity while providing the flexibility for any adaptation. Any potential deadlock is completely eliminated and the starvation due to unpredictable service request patterns is avoided. Since the proposed methodology is used for confined area, any possible path blockage due to idling robots is eliminated with idling robot relocation mechanism.
The dynamic path planning is possible by monitoring and controlling the speed of the robot navigation. The dynamic re-planning is triggered with periodic monitoring of the service constraints. The method can be effectively used for low power multiple robot navigation applications and the performance of the proposed system are evaluated with a large-scale simulation.
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